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I. Opening  
A. Call to Order  
   1. Chair calls meeting to order at 5:32pm
B. Roll Call  
   1. All senators present except Sen. Quintana
C. Approval of Minutes  
   1. Chair entertains motion to table minutes  
      a. Motion is moved and seconded, Motion passed
D. Approval of Agenda  
   i.  
      1. Chair entertains motion to pass agenda for this meeting  
         a. Motion is moved and seconded, Motion passes
   ii.  
      1. Chair motions to move out of Parli pro  
         a. Motion is moved and seconded Motion passes
         i. Chair Harper- We will now be discussing the new  
            bills, commendations, and condolence we have set up  
            for this committee.  
            1. Senators discuss Bill #1F  
            2. Senators discuss Bill #2F
3. Senators discuss Bill #3F
4. Senators discuss Bill #4F
5. Senators discuss Commendation #2F
6. Senators discuss Commendation #3F
7. Senators discuss Condolence #2F

iii.
1. Chair entertains motion to move back into parli pro
   a. Motion is moved and seconded, Motion passes

II. Preliminary Business
   A. Chair
   1. Sen. Harper- Hello everyone good to see all of you including members of the public as well. I hope everyone is doing alright, I know this is all a very stressful time with school, student government, and jobs. I thank everyone for being here even so furth, thank you for being here and thank you to our advisor Ryan. I hope we have a good meeting today we have lots of good legislation and hopefully this further encourages you to work with others on legislation. The point of being here is collaborating with student voices working together, I hope everyone feels comfortable speaking their opinion even if others disagree, so all our voices are heard well. I look forward to this meeting, I yield

   B. Members of the Committee
   1. Vice President Regalado- Good job guys I’m sorry for not being here but it sounded like you guys had a very good pre S&R. Good luck on your guys’ second meeting I know the first one went pretty well. I recommend having good conversation on everything. I’ve seen this legislation and its very good, I’ve expressed some concerns and ideas to AG Romero-Salas so you guys can discuss. If you need me text me or call me but good luck tonight thank you, I yield

   C. Public Comment – The public may submit public comment to be read aloud to asunmsandr@unm.edu
   1. Ryan Linquidst: Hopefully we see you all tomorrow at red rally. Please feel free to come to me with new
legislation, commendations, anything that concerns administration that you have to rattle, or anything in your mind. I hope we have a good meeting. Thanks, I yield.

III. New Business

A. Bill #1F – Adding the Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) to the Scholarship Committee

1. Chair entertains motions to open Bill #1F
   a. Motion is moved and seconded, Motion passes.
2. Authorship: AG Romero-Salas, Bill #1F does 2 things, the major component, it adds DEI to the scholarship committee. The scholarship committee locates the 3 scholarships we have for the student body. Also, in the lawbook it didn’t list the responsibility of the scholarship committee. I ask you discuss and add anything you see fit.
3. Questions:
4. Discussion:
   a. Sen Biazar: Motion to rearrange “equity” in line one and replace it with “Diversity”
      i. Motions is seconded and passed
5. Bill #1F passes unanimously

B. Bill #2F – Designating the DEI Director as the leader of Joint Council

1. Chair entertains motions to open Bill #2F
   a. Motion is moved and seconded. Motion passes
6. Authorship: AG Romero-Salas: Tonight, I brought forth a bill which seeks to create consistency and improvement of joint council while maintaining its integrity. As the bill stands the responsibility should transfer to DEI Director. Since the intended purpose of joint counsel is to include diverse and input from colleges resource centers and other resources across campus. A qualified individual shall take over instead of having a new chair every year, this will create consistency and safe house. For example, in 2019 a person became chair only because no one else wanted to. I encourage discussion among members.
7. Questions
8. Discussion
   a. Senator Zinsmeyer: Motion to add “.” In line 52 after the word meeting. I yield
      i. Motion is moved and seconded. Motion passes
9. Bill #2F passes unanimously
C. Bill #3F – Changing Elections Commission Poll Stations to Election Information Stations in the Elections Code
   1. Chair entertainers motion to open Bill #3F
      a. Motion is moved and seconded. Motion Passes
   2. Authorship: AG Romero- Bill #3F essentially this changes polling locations to election information stations one of the primary reasons as executive director Hawkins was saying, it saves us money at the current amount we would have to spend around $2,000 on just laptops to have polling stations available. I yield.
   3. Questions:
   4. Discussion:
      a. Sen MacSaveny: Sweeping Motion to change anytime it says “election” bolded, to “elections” making it plural
         i. Motions is moved and seconded. Motion Passes
      b. Sen Cornelio: Motion to add a coma after “constitutional amendment” on line 190
         i. Questions:
            ii. Discussion: Ag Romero- I think in line 190 we bold those in general, I’m not sure in that situation ED Hawkins forgot to bold that so that might just be a lawbook edit.
            iii. This motion fails
   5. Bill #3F passes unanimously
A. Bill #4F – Designating Senate social media and town hall initiatives as responsibilities of the Outreach and Appointments (O&A) Committee
   1. Chair entertains motions to open Bill#4F
      a. Motion is moved and seconded. Motion Passes
   2. Questions:
   3. Discussion:
      b. Chair releases the gavel to Vice Chair MacSaveny
i. Vice Chair accepts Gavel

4. Authorship, Sen Harper: I believe this bill will define well who will manage ASUNM senate social media account. Recently last semester we created a specific ASUNM senate account on Instagram, and I as pro temp last year ran and put content in that account. I just want to make sure we set the rules straight and pass the responsibilities to O&A in addition of being overseen by the chair, pro temp, and VP this will be included in their outreach duties, this will be a good change, I yield.

5. Questions
6. Discussion
7. Bill #4F passes unanimously
8. Chair MacSaveny relinquishes the gavel to Chair Harper

B. Commendation #2F – Recognizes the work of the colleges, resource centers and individuals who contributed to the 2021 New Student Orientation (NSO)

1. Chair entertains motion to open Commendation #2F
   a. Motion is moved and seconded. Motion Passes
2. Authorship- The authors of this bill intended to commentate the NSO leaders and staff during their hard work this semester. I yield.
3. Questions
4. Discussion:
   a. Sens Zinsmeyer, reading this commendation I believe it’s a very good idea to commentate our undergrad students for everything they did including everyone in NSO as a program. That being said, if we were to commend these students it would set a precedent as ASUNM to commence students for essentially doing their jobs, that’s just a personal belief of mine, I don’t think we should pass it and as well as multiple errors throughout the commendation, spelling errors, formatting errors that I found which is why I am against it. I yield.
   b. Sen MacSaveny, I would like to go with the sentiments of the previous senators that there is a lot of grammatical errors, and errors in general as well as the bill just not being the most ethical thing to have authors basically commending themselves, I yield.
5. Commendation #2F fails 0-4-0-1
C. Commendation #3F – Recognizing the UNM student athletes and staff members who took part in the Tokyo Olympics
   1. Chair entertains motion to open commendation #3F
      a. Motion is moved and seconded
   2. Authorship, Sen Cornelio: This commendation was made to commentate the UNM athletes and staff that participated in the Tokyo Olympics that attended UNM in the past or presently. I yield.
   3. Questions
   4. Discussion
   5. Commendation #3F passes unanimously
D. Condolence #2F – Honoring the lives of the people of Afghanistan and U.S. service members taken in a recent attack in Kabul
   1. Chair entertains motion to open condolence #2F
      a. Motion is moved and seconded. Motion Passes
   2. Authorship, Sen. Cornelio: This condolence was made to the 13 service members that lost their lives on August 26th 2021 during the evacuation of Afghanistan refugees. We would like to make a condolence to their family’s and commemorate their service and life’s. I yield.
   3. Questions
   4. Discussion
      a. Sen Zinsmeyer, Motion to strike the last comma in line 21 after (13) and add a comma after “service members” in line 22. I yield
         i. Motion is seconded. Motion Passes
      b. Ag Romero-Salas, In pre S&R there was discussion on line 83 switching “Veterans resource center” in front of the daily lobo. I yield
      c. Sen Cornelio, Motion to move “UNM Veterans and military resource center” in front of the “daily lobo” in line 83 and add a comma as well. I yield.
         i. Motion is seconded. Motion passes
      d. Sen. Zinsmeyer, Motion to strike “Macton” from line 88 and replace it with “Maxton”. I make a sweeping motion to correct “macton” all throughout.
i. Motion is seconded. Motion passes

e. Sen Zinsmeyer, Motion to strike the “.” in line 62 and replace it with “;and”

i. Motion is seconded. Motion Passes

f. Sen Cornelio, I wanted to bring up pre S&R and see if we wanted to include the specific departments to send this to the families. I yield.

i. Sen. MacSaveny, if someone has found the names of the specific departments we should if no one has we shouldn’t. I yield.

g. Condolence #2F passes unanimously

II. Closing
A. Closing Comments

1. Members of the Committee

a. Vice President Regalado, Thank you chair I forgot to say something earlier. Lobo food pantry has almost moved into their new location int the sub. Next Wednesday they need some help moving. I’ll keep you updated so we can help before senate. Very nice job tonight, sorry I didn’t get to come in sooner but good job for being so efficient. I suggest you go to finance which is still going, they are doing balance forwards. Good job tonight. I yield.

b. Sen Cornelio Thank you guys for being so nice with all my mistakes and you guys are such a fun time. Good job this ended a lot sooner than I expected so thank you guys. I yield.

2. Vice Chair

a) Vice Chair MacSaveny, Everyone did a very good job tonight making motions and discussions. Everything went very and efficient, snap to you guys for that, like I’ve said before, if you guys need help with legislation I am always free to help, and I would love to help just contact me, thank you. I yield.

3. Chair

a) Chair Harper, I'm very excited and proud for all the members in this committee thank you for your
dedication and work also to our AG Rafael Romero-Salas, Vice President Regalado and our advisor Ryan thank you director Hawkins for your contributions. We passed some very good legislation, definitely feel free to reach out to me and to fellow senators with any new legislation so it can be as good as can be so we can represent every student. Thanks to our vice chair and legislative coordinator for keeping up with our minutes. I know this week is very hard with school, stay safe I hope you have an excellent week reach out to others if you feel like you need to talk to someone and stay awesome.

B. Adjournment
   1. Chair Harper- I adjourn this meeting at 6:41pm
Meeting Agenda  
Wednesday, 8 September 2021  
5:45 pm, SUB Mirage/Thunderbird (3rd floor)

1) Opening  
   a. Call to Order  
      Sen May: called meeting to order at 5:48pm.

      Sen May: would accept a motion to move out of parliamentary procedure.

      MOTION passed.

      Sen May: First order of business is appropriations and then we will go ahead and start talking about balance forwards. I will share my screen for appropriations. You will want to know roughly how many undergraduate members there are. We want to make sure we are servicing a lot of students. Review what they received during the budget process. Look at the description. On the next page, they listed the people who are traveling. For example, let’s say we want to cut the budget. We specify where and mention total price not unit price. I have looked through their appropriation and I don’t believe they should cut them. They stated that they weren’t aware that they could have requested the $500. Any questions?

      Vice President Regalado: For balance forwards they are confirming all the executives right now. You should table them until they get here.

      Sen May: At the end of the last fiscal year there sometimes is left over money and it is our job to reallocate it for balance forwards. The cap is $54,000 dollars. Let’s pull up the first balance forward as an example. This is the balance forward is for the admin. Just go ahead and look through it if you are not super familiar. The student organizations will go ahead and list the most important things. Since we have the money and balance forwards are lenient usually things are funded. Line item 12 reads office supplies. Unit cost is $200 for one. And then it auto fills to the correct amount if changed. Any questions? Are there any cuts that anyone wanted to make? The thing that stood out to me is the sponsorship being asked for. I don’t entirely understand the purpose. Maybe cutting down the number of co-sponsorships. If we need to find that $78 dollars, we can find it. We have about two more minutes. Any more last-minute questions? For the larger budgets it didn’t have to be like this for balance forwards but make sure to read through all the pages. Money that we need to find can come from the co-sponsorships, but we will find it as a committee.
Sen May: smiled upon a motion to move back into parliamentary procedure.
Motion passed.

b. Roll Call
6 senators present.

c. Approval of Agenda
Motion to approve agenda.
MOTION passed.

d. Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes of last meeting.
MOTION passed.

2) Preliminary Business
   a. Finance Chair
      I don’t have much else that we didn’t go over in the pre-finance meeting. Thank you for everyone who came.

b. Members of the Committee
   None.

c. Public Comment
   Josh Lafayette: I am the executive director of Lobo Spirit. I wanted to introduce myself and thank you for all the hard work you do on finance committee.

   Devin Padilla-Munson: I was on finance committee last semester and you guys are in for a treat. You guys enjoy.

3) New Business
   a. Appropriations
      i. Appropriation 1S – Society of Women Engineers
         Sen May motioned to move into appropriation 1S.
         MOTION passed.

         Sponsorship Speech: We are basically trying to create a community in STEM as place for women and others. We hold many workshops and do outreach. We are partnering with Facebook in Valencia County to get kids excited about STEM. We have general meetings every other Wednesday. We are asking for funding for a conference. The conference this year is virtual. It is $65 dollars per person. Last year we were able to send 35 people and we want to send the same amount of people this year. We are asking for postage. We are holding hybrid events. Some have reached out explaining that people have medical problems and can’t come to events, so we want to mail them items. We are asking for funding for computer supplies. The charger for our iPad has been missing for years and the iPad doesn’t have a case.

         Sen Salazar: I move to increase line item 8 from $488 to read $500. An Increase of $12 dollars.
         MOTION passed.

         Sen May: As a frame of reference this is a chance to ask questions about a student organization. Thank you for coming out.
         Motion to vote on appropriation 1s.
MOTION passed.

b. Balance Forwards
   i. ASUNM Admin Account
      President Romero: The admin account is our office mangers account. She asks for money where she sees fit. The admin budget took a big hit. We are asking for most of what was cut from that budget. They are things that we are running very low on. Branding is more important than ever. We are looking to get a stand-up bander. We need office supplies. We need more money for ASUNM installation. General operations needs more money and Chris often hands out items to other students’ that ASUNM uses.

      Chief of Staff Hotz: I don’t believe that Chris would ask for these things unless they are necessary and important specially to do her job efficiently.

      President Romero: There are things we left out and split between my general government and Chris.

      Sen Salazar: I noticed there are a lot of big-ticket items. Do you guys have the quotes on that?

      President Romero: We do have the sheet that Chris printed out. And it reflects very evenly.

      Sen May: I will go ahead and leave it up to the committee to discuss now or table the agencies and discuss at the end.

      Sen Salazar: I move to table the balance forward request for the admin account.
      MOTION passed

   ii. ASUNM Arts & Crafts Studio
      President Romero: The executive director has class tonight. The requests are about post sponsorships. El Centro talked about collaborating with us and it’s nice to have that funding there in order to work with them. The director has a lot of ideas about reaching out to other students and organizations. For the mosaic project fund, they are requesting what was cut. They work on that project every single year and need more funding related to supplies. They need funding for refreshments and food since they are exceeding their numbers for membership. And they have many holidays and related events. Most of these things were cut within the budget.

      Chair entertains a motion to table discussion.
      MOTION passed.

   iii. ASUNM Student Court
      President Romero: There was a mix up with the budget last year and they only requested $500. They need to pay their positions. This wasn’t put into the budget. General operations are needing more than one mock trial and to work with UNM’s prelaw society and scholarly journal where they study court cases. He wants to revamp student court. They want to get involved with Nasha Torrez. And of course, the stipends.

      Sen May: You said those are the events that are planned?

      President Romero: The funding is for supplies. The ideas are not completely hashed out. It might be reallocated, but it is needed. It will also go to the academic journal.
Sen Salazar: Will that include honorarium?

President Romero: He does not expect to pay for those people.

Chief of Staff Hotz: It may include law students and societies.

Sen Salazar: moves to table balance forwards.

MOTION passed.

iv. ASUNM Elections Commission
Sarah Polsin: We requested extra funding to fill the stipends. The amount of money is listed as well as funding for social media advertising. A lot of the work is really hands on. We want to go forward with more outreach.

Sen Salazar: What’s up Sarah. Can you tell me more about the advertising? What is the charge?

Sarah Polsin: The Daily Lobo price has increased for advertising as well as a mix of things.

The chair entertains a motion to table election commissions.

MOTION passed

v. ASUNM Emerging Lobo Leaders
Vice President Regalado: Marshall went into an interview at 6:30pm.

Chair entertains a motion to open ASUNM ELL.

MOTION passed.

The chair entertains a motion to table.

MOTION passed.

Motion to open ASUNM ELL.

MOTION passed.

Executive Director of ELL: Thank you for being here. Who in this room has been in ELL? This program’s purpose is to empower students. They go through the program to learn about ASUNM. I wanted to hand out last year’s budget and bring your attention to the red. There were a lot of cuts to the budget. We had an online program, but we can do so much more. We are trying to get the word out about ASUNM and create a stronger brand. This is the future of ASUNM. We have received 68 applicants. We had our first meeting yesterday. We request funds as an investment for the future. I believe our agency is a favorable investment. We are requesting 6 percent of the total balance forward. We are having events in person. We are looking to do more in person. We are looking for funding for supplies, graduation etc. We are looking for funding for stipends. We usually have two assistants but at the moment we have one. She is only getting $250 a semester, but she puts in a lot of hours. I am looking to add in another position. We want to continue to be successful.

Sen Salazar: Tell us a little bit more about the student success leader?
Executive Director of ELL: The project coordinator helps week to week. The student success leader would be helping with the mentor program and the pack program. It would be someone that students can give feedback to. They would be specifically for the students. It’s necessary for the success of the program.

Sen May: Is that position the position in the law book?

Executive Director of ELL: That is something I want to add and update in the lawbook.

The chair entertains a motion to table ELL.

   MOTION passed.

vi. ASUNM Governmental Affairs
Executive Director Musa: I am the Executive Director of Governmental Affairs. The spring budget was cut to $1500 which is not enough for UNM day. We requested $2500. We need to cover advertising costs, costs of the rail runner, lunch, and the cost of the president and team leaders. Governmental Affairs is extremely important because of financial aid. The lottery helped 24,000 students in New Mexico. We benefit as a student body. Programs such as the Amigo scholarship helps bring in our out of state students. It is important to maintain the Lottery scholarship and increase the Opportunity scholarship.

Sen Salazar: How many students are you taking for UNM day?

Executive Director Musa: Hopefully around 50 students or more if money allows.

The chair entertains the motion to table Governmental Affairs.

   MOTION passed.

vii. ASUNM General Government
President Romero: If you look at the budget many stipends were cut for major positions. We are asking for compensation for the work. We want deputy positions to pay more. The Attorney general’s pay increased. We want to increase the salary of DEI. Boards and Committees were also cut which is a vital area. Diego is doing a lot of work to help with the upkeep, so we want to raise that pay. General operations have been increased for funding because of the amount of work and providing events. Pamphlets are very low, and pens are gone.

Chief of Staff Hotz: We did try to keep in mind that you guys are working with a budget which is why we keep things as stipends.

    Name?: You have Attorney General and Boards and Committees. Why is there a difference?

President Romero: This is because both positions were cut, so we added different amounts to return them to the past number which is $750 a semester.

Sen May: I have all of the last semester’s budgets prepared. We can look over them.

The chair entertains a motion to table General Government.

   MOTION passed.
viii. ASUNM Lobo Spirit
The chair entertains a motion to open Lobo Spirit.
    MOTION passed.

Executive Director Lafayette: Thank you so much for the recognition. It has been a busy week for me. I am asking for three areas. Homecoming – the budget was cut significantly. That money is for silent lights. It’s a cool event that we put on. We are asking for that money back to keep silent lights. Stipends- in the past Lobo Spirit has had 5 positions and it has been cut to four. We also have a volunteer coordinator which is a stipend position. For events coordinator, we are asking for the return of the stipend for that position to help people get more involved. We are asking for funding for promotions and giveaways. We want students to attend sporting events. We can make contests to encourage students to attend events and get involved. We are moving the aggie at 7:50 am. We are moving it to Johnson field if you can help or know anyone who can. It would be appreciated.

Sen Salazar: I really like the promotions/ giveaways. I’m looking at the events coordinator stipend and it is on the higher end. Would you be willing to give that $100 to the promotions?

Executive Director Lafayette: The reason the stipend position is like that is because the volunteer coordinator is at a $250 stipend. It would be strange for one person to be making less.

The chair entertains a motion to table Lobo Spirit.
    MOTION passed.

ix. ASUNM Senate
The chair entertains a motion to open ASUNM Senate.
    MOTION passed.

Vice President Regalado: I do want to fix a few things. For outreach and appointments, I want to ask for more funding because a lot of this money goes towards student success week. So, $1000 dollars. They want to put on more events. They need name tags and placards. They requested that senators wear name tags. I had to purchase more plagues. For refreshments and food, I ask that it go back to the original budget to be at a good cost.

The chair entertains the motion to table ASUNM Senate.
    MOTION passed.

x. ASUNM Student Special Events
The chair entertains a motion to open ASUNM SSE.
    MOTION passed.

Executive Director Padilla-Munson: I am the director the SSE. Andres: I am the assistant director.
We are requesting the amount of $21,000. SSE is to enrich the student experience outside of the classroom. When we were on the finance committee it was difficult to watch cuts. The co-sponsorships are important for supporting our student organizations and resource centers. The marketing was cut by over 70 percent. We need to push for marketing. We are requesting money for promotions and fiestas. The cost of security has gone up. I requested a lot for cultural events. I intend for this to be a lot broader. We are collaborating with EL Centro and resource centers on campus.
The chair entertains the motion to table ASUNM SSE. 
MOTION passed.

xi. ASUNM Southwest Film Center
The chair entertains a motion to open ASUNM Southwest Film Center. 
MOTION passed.

President Romero: This budget was cut harshly. Southwest film was looking to go through a change. They need funding for computer supplies and for events. A lot of costs can go into one event. They are doing contests for students for script writing and are planning on having the winner do live readings. At the events they might do contests and food and refreshments. The workshops are festive style. They have their eye set on specific professionals to speak. Funding would go to renting a theatre and cost associated with the speakers. They are moving cherry reel to the spring. The reel club was a very successful club, and they are bringing it back. The social events encompass all these costs. They are looking to bring back the budget as they look to revamp the ASUNM Southwest Film Center.

The chair entertains the motion to table Southwest Film Center. 
MOTION passed.

Sen May: I would entertain a motion to move out of parliamentary procedure. 
MOTION passed.

C. Budget Revisions
Sen May: The budget is $78 over. We can go through them one by one.

Admin Account: Looks good to go. No cuts.

Arts and Crafts: Discussion about cuts and past funding. Senators pull up Arts and Crafts past funding and reasoning. The mosaic project was funded at $500 dollars, and they are asking for $500 dollars. No cuts.

Student Court: No problems. Discussion on taking small cuts from all agencies.

ELL: Professional services might be something to look at. Looks good.

Governmental Affairs: Straight forward. Looks good.

General Government: Discussion on past positions and stipends vs hourly. DEI is a position that deserves to be funded with an increase of $100. Boards and Committees was also cut. Discussion on what the new DEI is up to and future plans. Looking to make the position have a salary. Addressing problems within joint council. Discussion on the purpose of Boards and Committees position as well as their duties once the Boards and Committees positions are filled. Discussion on the Deputy Chief of Staff’s and Deputy Director of Communication’s purpose and pay. They should be salary positions which is something to talk about next semester.

Lobo spirit: Discussion on positions and funding.

Senate: Discussion on possible cuts. Discussion on cutting for co sponsorships.

SSE: Looks good.

Southwest Film Center: Looks good.
Sen May: We need to cut $91.

The chair entertains a motion to move into parliamentary procedure.
   MOTION passed.

The chair entertains a motion to recess for 5 minutes until 7:42 pm.
   MOTION passed.
Chair called meeting back to order at 7:42 pm.

Sen Salazar: moves to open the balance forwards.
   MOTION passed.

Motion to open ASUNM Senate.
   MOTION passed.

Sen Salazar: moves to deasece line item 12 by $100 to read $1900 dollars.
   MOTION passed.

The chair entertains a motion to table ASUNM Senate.
   MOTION passed

Sen May: We can vote on them individually or make a motion to block vote.

Sen Salazar: moves to block vote all the balance forwards.
   MOTION passed.

Roll call vote on the balance forwards 6-0-0.
The balance forwards have passed for Fall of 2021.

4) Closing
   a. Members of the Committee
      Sen Payton: This was a great meeting since all of us are pretty new.
      Sen Martinez: It was a very long meeting. Thank you.
      Vice President Regalado: Thank you chairman. Good job guys. I know it was a lot to go through. I know the staff appreciates the extra funds. Hopefully we can fix the funds in the future as well. I think when student organizations come in definitely ask questions even if it’s not related to the budget. Snaps to you guys.

   b. SGAO
      No comment

   c. Vice Chair
      What’s up guys. I think we all did a good job. It is easy to get lost in the numbers. I wanted to applaud you guys. Keep up the good work. Try to talk a little more don’t be shy.

   d. Finance Chair
      Thank you everyone for baring though this. Budget hearings will be worse. I appreciate the work you will be doing. The outreach is a very important part of finance. Try to interact with the student organizations especially during budgets.
e. Adjournment
The chair called the meeting to close at 7:49pm.
1. Opening
   a. Call to Order
      i. Committee Chair Carrillo officially calls the September 8th, 2021 Outreach and Appointments meeting to order at 6:02 pm.
   b. Roll Call
      i. All senators present
   c. Approval of Agenda
      i. MOTION to approve the agenda.
   d. Approval of Minutes
      1. MOTION has been seconded and passed

2. Preliminary Business
   a. Chair
      i. Chair Carrillo: Hey guys, I cannot emphasize how happy I am to see a full committee and see some of our executive staff members and pro tempore here, it feels much more comfortable and see all the great work that you put in. We have a lot of appointments to get through today, we will see how those go and hear you guys' opinions.
   b. Members of the committee
      i. Sen. M Chessman: I’m really excited to be here, really excited for a great semester, i know our chair has great events planned
      ii. Sen. Griego: Excited for another meeting and it looks like it is going to be a long one, but it is good that we have the resumes ahead of time
   c. Members of the Public
      i. Director of Communications Pacheco: Hi everyone, tomorrow is the deadline to receive your first shot. It is important for students to be vaccinated. Our graphic is up on instagram please share it, it is really important that students
know that they need to get vaccinated. Tomorrow is also the Red Rally, it starts at 8 PM, they also put on a graphic on Instagram so please share that, also in the morning we will be moving the aggie at 8AM if you are available in the morning please help. Student tailgating starts at 2PM, we will have the Instagram graphic. The budget workshop is also tomorrow please share those graphics, opening applications for vendors for Red Rally the graphic is up as well.

ii. Vice President Regalado: really cool to see this room full, I hope we get through these appointments tonight. Good luck with these appointments.

iii. President Romero: hi everyone, i just wanted to come talk with yall today i'm sure yall know the process of the executive director of lobo spirit and the executive director of community experience and i just wanted to relate all the information I have to you all since you all are outreach and appointments. So Sofie and Vice president Regalado have met with both of them, today Ema and I have met with both of them, I wanted to express the sentiment that this process is nowhere near over however I do feel that we are making progress with this situation so we can have a successful year for both offices. Where all the employees within those offices and all the members of ASUNM and the public feel comfortable being in those offices. I just wanted to express to you all the sentiment from my office and that is what we are striving for. We still have steps to take into this process, looping in director of diversity and inclusion Nikia will definitely happen. If any of you have any specific questions for me and my office feel free and reach out and we can discuss what steps we can take forward.

iv. Rudy: I just wanted to introduce myself to you. I'm Rudy Montoya from the student activities center and I am also serving as your advisor for outreach and appointments. I keep regularly scheduled meetings with our chair. I am available in the student activities center. But should you have any questions feel free to reach out.
d. Media

3. Old Business

4. New Business

i. MOTION to close the meeting to the public.
   1. MOTION has been seconded and passed.

b. Presidential Appointment Interviews

i. EX. DIR, ELECTIONS COMMISSION
ii. EX. DIR, EMERGING LOBO LEADERS
iii. EX. DIR, LOBO SPIRIT
iv. EX. DIR, SOUTHWEST FILM CENTER
v. DIR, GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
vi. EX. DIR, STUDENT SPECIAL EVENTS
vii. EX. DIR, ARTS AND CRAFTS
viii. EX. DIR, COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE

   1. MOTION to move back into parliamentary procedure
      a. MOTION is seconded and passed.
   2. MOTION to open the meeting to the public
      a. MOTION is seconded and passed.
   3. MOTION for sweeping approval of presidential appointments for executive agencies
      a. MOTION is seconded and passed.

5. Closing

   a. Members of the committee

      i. Senator Griego: happy to have seen improvements from this senate meeting, and I look forward to our next meeting
      ii. Vice president Regalado: I am sorry for not being present, finance got done, 1,900 on top of what O&A had, O&A has $2,900 now for events. Lobo food pantry will be moving into the SUB, if you want to help us move, let us know
      iii. Sen. Chessman: Thank you for being patient with me as I learn how to navigate the parliamentary procedure. I am happy to be here.
      iv. Pro-Tempore Ambarian: thank you all for having me, and congrats on all of you for your first O&A meeting, excited to be here, see you all at Red Rally.

   b. Vice-chair
i. Vice-chair Borjas: Thank you for bearing with me as I learn how to take minutes.

c. Chair
   i. Chair Carrillo: I am so happy to see a full committee and that we are here to be back in business. I am excited to move into the outreach portion of our committee and I thank you for sitting through these interviews.

d. Adjournment
   i. Committee Chair Carillo officially adjourns the September 8, 2021 Outreach and Appointments meeting at 8:22 pm.